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Abstract

Local Owner Operated Retail Outlets (LOOROs) are threatened in their very existence by the digitalization pressure from online and offline competitors on the one hand and by changing shopping habits of their customers on the other. Despite all digitally-enabled opportunities to regain competitive power, LOOROs still hesitate to adopt digital tools and applications. Politicians, city managers and retail lobbies seek for triggers to support the local structures and to push the digitalization efforts of local retailers. Building on Andreoni’s “Carrot-and-Stick Approach”, this study examines the impact of the availability of resources (carrot) and the perception of pressure (stick) on the use of digital applications among 223 owners of LOOROs from 26 cities in Germany. Our findings show that LOOROs are receptive for “Carrot-and-Stick”. LOOROs seek for orientation while suffering under a shortage of time and capacities and seem to be disconnected from the development of their competitors and their customers.

1. Introduction

In a growing market environment, local owner operated retail outlets (LOOROs) are pressured to adapt their own business models to the intense competitive situation in the retail sector. LOOROs, which are characterized by a small-sized store area, a limited number of staff and high owner-involvement in the day-to-day business operations, are challenged by the industry transformation [1]. In Germany, the market share of the business type LOORO has declined from 26% to 18.5% between the years 2003 and 2014 [2]. Additionally, several independent studies predict a decline in revenues of 30% in the next four years in Germany [3,4]. Responsible for this development is on the one hand the online trade that challenges LOOROs with strong price and service competition, while, at the same time, former purely internet-based retailers have started expanding its operations by means of physical stores in city centers to conquer the last bastion of brick and mortar retail, the customers in the high streets. Moreover, big-box retail outlets and chain stores have started to digitalize their business models and offer multichannel sales and services to their local customers [5]. Customers, on the other hand, have changed their buying habits: they are already used to online shopping and digital services so that their shopping frequency in city centers is declining [6]. To sum it up, pure online retailers, big-box retail outlets and chain stores as well as changing customer shopping habits and a decline in shoppers’ frequencies in the high streets are threatening the very existence of LOOROs. However, LOOROs are not defenselessly exposed to the threats of the digital age. Digital tools and applications to handle administrative tasks (e.g. digital inventory management systems, customer relationship management systems and marketing tools) and to enable digital interaction with the customers across the sales channels (e.g. via online shops, e-marketplaces, in-store applications, digital shelf extensions) allow LOOROs to overcome their inherent limitations (e.g. lack of time, lack of knowledge, lack of human resources, lack of finance, etc.) and to regain competitive power [7]. Despite all opportunities, studies show that LOOROs, like other small- and medium-sized enterprises (SME), still hesitate to adopt digital tools for their own business [7,8].

The transformation of the retail sector and the slow but steady dying of the small, owner-operated retailers is not just a matter of the LOOROs themselves. Abandoned high streets and empty city centers are potential threats to the traditional infrastructures and might have a negative impact on related industries (gastronomy, tourism, and many more) as well as on the local job markets. Therefore, politicians, city managers and the
retail lobbies seek for triggers to support the local structures and to push the digitalization efforts of the local retailers in this uncertain phase of industry transformation. With regards to the Economic Theory of Regulations (ET), the government and the public sector use two types of measures to foster the desired development: 1) Subsidies including measures that add or improve access to resources for development (e.g. grants, loans, loan guarantees, vouchers, contracts, etc.) and 2) Regulations including measures that create pressure towards desired development (e.g. legal, economic and social regulations, public information, taxes, liability, etc.) [9,10]. The application of this two-sided toolbox is called the “Government’s Carrot-and-Stick Approach” [11].

The purpose of this study is to examine the impact of subsidy (carrot: offering resources) and regulation (stick: creating pressure) based triggers to foster the use of digital tools and applications among LOOROs. Therefore, we want to understand:

RQ1: Are LOOROs receptive for triggers based on resources (carrot) and pressure (stick)?

And furthermore:

RQ2: What are promising measures for a “Carrot-And-Stick” approach to foster the current use of digital tools and applications among LOOROs?

To achieve meaningful results, we conducted a survey among 223 owners of LOOROs of 26 comparable cities (rural region and population below 100,000 inhabitants) in Germany. The results of this study offer insights for the public sector on how to promote the digitalization of LOOROs as well as insights for owners of LOOROs on promising starting points for their own digital development. Our results contribute to the body of knowledge on two levels: 1) insights on the effects of “Available Resources” (Carrot) and “Perceived Pressures” (Stick) on the intention to use and the current usage of digital tools and applications in the front-end and back-end activities of LOOROs and 2) insights on the orchestration of an efficient and effective “Carrot-And-Stick” approach.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we provide an overview about the related theory with regards to subsidies and regulations. In section 3, we develop a conceptual model based on the above-mentioned theories to address our research question. In section 4, we describe the survey conducted and provide the statistical analysis. Further, we discuss our findings in section 5 and point out research, managerial and political implications in section 6. Finally, we conclude in section 7 in order to answer the initial research question, to highlight limitations and to point out future research opportunities.

2. Theoretical Background

This study is addressing an intensively discussed area: the implication of governmental and public interventions with regards to technology adoption among commercial industries. Beside politicians and citizens also economists support controversial viewpoints about the use of public resources and powers to improve the economic status of members of the public (private or corporations) e.g. Keynesianism vs. Monetarism. As this study does not aim to resolve this controversy neither to argue for one or the other, we draw the attention towards literature that explains subsidies (carrot) and regulations (stick) and exposes implications for the technology adoption.

The Economic Theory of Regulation regarded market failure as the motivating reason for enacting regulations. Once established, regulatory bodies were supposed to lessen or eliminate the inefficiencies engendered by the market failure [12]. The available measures for the government and the public sector to foster the desired development are divided into subsidies and regulations [9,10]. Subsidies are state transfers to members of the public which are either in kind or of monetary nature. Regulations are considered as the employment of legal instruments for the implementation of social-economic policy objectives [13]. The counterpart to regulation is deregulation; it means the state’s withdrawal of its legal powers to direct the economic conduct (e.g. pricing, market entry) of members of the public. A fully functional market is a prerequisite for the successful implementation of deregulation [12].

Existing IS research neglects the examination of impacts of subsidies (carrot) and regulations (stick) on the technology adoption at an industry and firm level. A structured literature search in the databases of ScienceDirect, EbscoHost and Google Scholar remained fruitless. Minor effects of governmental regulations are discussed in technology adoption models like the “Technology-Organization-Environment-Framework (TOE)” without differentiating the governmental toolbox into subsidies and regulations [14]. These models process governmental regulations as given parameters companies are required to comply with [15,16]. However, extensive research on subsidies and regulations is done at an industry-level in highly regulated markets (e.g. renewable energy and agriculture) [17,18]. For the research on highly regulated markets, we discovered two main examination areas: 1) impact of subsidies and regulations on consumer prices and 2) the impact on industry growth. None of the reviewed literature was related to the impacts of governmental triggered technology adoption among economic groups at the firm level. The lack of research in this direction
might be attributable to the favorable market conditions in the retail sector over the past decades. Nowadays, the retail market is jeopardized because of the challenges of the digital age and is failing due to financial and technological imbalances [5, 6]. The existence of market failure is often the reason that self-regulatory organizations and governments intervene in a particular market [14]. Therefore, the government and the public sector are seeking triggers to lessen the imbalances of the market; this research takes a step towards identifying these triggers.

3. Conceptual Model & Research Framework

To support current public efforts and which in turn foster LOOROs and their current state of digitalization, this study aims to examine the possible external triggers of the governmental “carrot-and-stick approach” to push the use of digital tools and applications among LOOROs. Therefore, we examine whether and how “available resources” (carrot) and “perceived pressures” (stick) influence the owners of local retail outlets to use digital technologies. To frame the ambiguity of the umbrella term digitalization into an operational understanding, we structure the digital tools and applications based on the operational view of the management process of business models: 1) The digitalization of the front-end sales channels where we collect all digitalization efforts with direct customer touch points, and 2) the digitalization of the administrative back-end, invisible to the customer [19].

LOOROs are in fact micro-enterprises where owners are intensively involved in the day-to-day operations and which have to handle a structural shortage of internal and external resources [8]. Due to this characteristics, common small, medium and large enterprise-related technology adoption approaches (e.g. the Technology-Organization-Environment Framework (TOE), Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), Combined TAM and TPB, TAM2, Diffusion of Innovations Theory, and many more) are not suitable [20]. In large firms decisions are subject to collective, collaborating scrutiny and testing, and are influenced by others to a much higher degree than in micro-enterprises. In LOOROs the owner is the executive manager, salesman, and storekeeper in personal union. Hence, the owner-managers of LOOROs are the company’s key decision makers who are in turn rather influenced by external factors than by internal structures [21]. To meet these characteristics this study will exclude the impacts of the organizational level from the research model and focuses on an owner-centric examination based on the individual level of the owner’s personal characteristics.

The framework of the model is built on the S-O-R Model. The origin of the S-O-R Model lies in the field of environmental psychology. Mehrabian and Russel (1974) postulate that environmental stimuli (S) lead to emotional reactions of the organism (O) which finally drives behavioral response (R). To describe human perception of their encountered environments, the original S-O-R Model used three emotional dimensions: pleasure, arousal and dominance (the PAD-Scale). In the field of environmental psychology, pleasure, arousal and dominance are conceived as three basic dimensions of emotional responses that indicate peoples’ state of feeling. Mehrabian and Russel (1974) described pleasure purely in terms of positive or negative feelings. Arousal is described as a feeling state that concerns mental activity and dominance as a feeling of control and behavior restrictions caused by physical or social barriers [22].

In marketing research the S-O-R Model is usually used to examine the response of customers to a situational or environmental stimulus e.g. colors in a store environment or music while online shopping. Wang et al. (2011) used an S-O-R approach to examine how the two dimensions of web aesthetics, aesthetic formality and aesthetic appeal influence online consumers’ psychological reactions. Moreover, Lee et al. (2011) applied a S-O-R based model to investigate how high-technology attributes influence consumer responses. By means of S-O-R Zhang et al. (2014) examined the motivation of customers to participate in social commerce and the impact of technological environments and virtual customer experience. Despite the contribution of the S-O-R framework to the research of consumer behavior, Kim et al. (2016) and other research papers point out that there is an issue with its PAD-Scale which measures consumers’ emotional responses to environmental stimuli on bipolar continua. Several studies criticize the bipolar conceptualization for allowing the joint occurrence of pleasant and unpleasant states and propose a unipolar view as more suitable [26,27,28]. In an attempt to overcome this issue, the latest reviews of the “PAD-Scale” by Bakker et al. (2014) had highlighted that the three dimensions of the PAD-Scale can be linked to one joint model of attitudes: pleasure, arousal and dominance can be respectively affective (feeling), cognitive (thinking) and conative (acting) responses. According to Bakker, the triad of feeling, thinking and acting can be unified as one joint measure for the organism (O) [29].

This finding stands in line with the long history of information systems research about the use of technology in organizations. IS research has provided a broad range of theories with regard to technology adoption, acceptance and implementation, extent of usage, effectiveness, success as well as satisfaction [20]. Some of
the perspectives are regarded as theories about diffusion of technology and discuss the adoption of technology through different channels [30]. Other perspectives focus on human behavior and its impact on the decision-making process towards the adoption and usage of technology [31,32]. While related theories of technology diffusion are helpful to explain technology adoption outcomes on an organizational level behavioral theories contrarily focus on the individual analysis level where human behavior has its impact. The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) [33] and its successor the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) by Ajzen (1991) stated that attitudes, control beliefs and subjective norms influence behavioral intention, what in turn influences the actual behavior. Davis (1989) applied TRA / TPB to the individual level of technology adoption behavior in his well-known “Technology Adoption Model (TAM)”. According to Davis, two key constructs influence an individual’s intention to use a technology namely the “Perceived Usefulness” and “Perceived Ease of Use”. Over the last two decades researchers extended this view, examined antecedent as well as moderating factors and incorporated alternative belief factors into their research models like the TAM2 or the UTAUT Model while keeping the core structures (behavioral intention influences actual behavior). Furthermore, researchers used the TRA / TPB as core framework and integrated theory of related disciplines. Kourfaris (2002) used constructs from information systems (TAM), marketing (Consumer Behavior), and psychology (Flow and Environmental Psychology) in an integrated theoretical framework of online consumer behavior to examine how emotional and cognitive responses to visiting a Web-based store for the first time can influence online consumers’ intention to return [34].

Accordingly, we build our research framework on the S-O-R framework and extend its organism (O) section with the integration of the core constructs of TRA, TPB and TAM, namely “attitude”, “behavioral intention” and “actual behavior”.

**Stimulus (S):** Despite the growing competition from the online trade, digitalized advanced big box retail outlets and chain stores as well as changing customer habits towards digital channels LOOROs still hesitate to use digital tools and applications to regain competitive power [7,8]. To support LOOROs, politicians, city managers and the retail lobbies seek for triggers to push the digitalization efforts of the local retailers. The toolbox of the public sector comprises two types of measures to promote the desired development: 1) Subsidies (adding resources) and 2) Regulations (creating pressure) [9]: the “Government’s Carrot-and-Stick Approach” [11]. The prospects of success of the applicable measures (adding resources or creating pressure) are related to the state of the availability of resources and the perception of pressure among the aimed target group. In detail, a state of high available resources and a low perception of pressure would have a lower impact on the prospects of success. Vice versa, a state of low available resources and a high perception of pressures would be promising for the prospects of success of the applied measures [9].

To examine the potential effectiveness of the discussed measures, this study investigates the current availability of resources and the perception of pressures among LOOROs as well as their impact on the usage of digital tools and applications. Mehrabian and Russel (1974) state that environmental stimuli (S) lead to emotional reaction of the organism (O). The perception of the availability of resources and the perception of external pressures can be both seen as comparable environmental stimuli that lead to comparable emotional reactions of the organism. According to Bakker (2014), we will link the commonly used PAD-Scale in the organism (O) block to a joint model of attitudes to avoid the joint occurrence of pleasant and unpleasant states.

Our measurement of the “Available Resources” is based on the resource categories of the Resource-Based View. These categories are representing tangible and intangible goods and can be translated into the availability of financial resources (R1), the availability of the necessary capacities (R2), the availability of the needed knowledge (R3) and the availability of time (R4) [35]. To investigate the influence of available resources on the emotional reactions of the organism (O) block of the research model, we hypothesize:

**H1:** The availability of resources has a positive influence on the attitude towards the digitalization.

Regarding the effectiveness of measures that use pressure to foster digital developments among LOOROs, this study also investigates the current state of the perception of external pressures and their influence on the organism (O) of the research model. Our measurement of the “Perceived Pressure” is derived from the “Three-Environment Theory” [36]. Correspondingly, external pressures comprise influences from the near and far environment. As described in the Three-Environment Theory, the near (specific) environment is formed by influences of competitors (EP1 – competitive pressure), customers (EP2 – customer pressure) and suppliers who exert a direct impact on the examined organization. The far (general) environment is formed by influences of politics (EP3 – legal pressure), society (EP4 – society pressure), technological and economic pressures [36]. With respect to the discussed background we are mainly covering the economic pressure with the investigation of the financial resources but we neglect the suppliers’ pressure
(based on offer and demand) and the technological pressure (push and pull) due to our research scope of potential triggers for the public sector. Accordingly, we hypothesize:

\[ H_2: \text{Perceived pressure towards digitalization has a positive influence on the attitude towards the digitalization.} \]

Organism (O): In the traditional S-O-R models the (O) is represented by the PAD-Scale and its measure of pleasure, arousal and dominance. Despite the undoubted contributions of the S-O-R model for consumer research, the PAD-Scale itself is questionable [29]. To address the criticism about the bipolar conceptualization, namely the joint occurrence of pleasant and unpleasant states in the PAD-Scale [25,26], this study integrates the core blocks of the established TRA/TPB theory that derives from the well-known Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). In contrast to the suggested triad of feeling, thinking, and acting by Bakker (2014), TRA/TPB theory separates the internal state of acting (behavior) from the measurement of the attitude (feeling and thinking). TRA/TPB theory states that attitudes, control beliefs and subjective norms do not directly influence actual behavior. Furthermore, it states that attitudes influence the behavioral intention (intention to use) which in turn influences the actual behavior (current use) [31,32].

Our joint measurement of the attitude towards digitalization is based on TRA / TPB theory. The feeling is represented by the measurement of the subjective norm towards digitalization (A1) and the ease of use (A2). The thinking is covered by the expected future developments (A3) and the expected effectiveness of the digitalization (A4) [31,32]. According to the introduced relationships of the TRA/TPB theory we state the following hypotheses for both of our examination areas (front-end and back-end):

\[ H_{3a}: \text{A positive attitude towards digitalization has a positive influence on the intention to use digital sales channels (front-end).} \]

\[ H_{3b}: \text{A positive attitude towards digitalization has a positive influence on the intention to use the digital tools in the administration (back-end).} \]

Our measurement (behavioral) intention to use digitalization in both examination areas (front-end and back-end activities) is based on the operational view of the management process of business models for brick and mortar retail stores [19]. For the front-end (intention to use digital sales channels), it covers the possible online and offline sales channels such as an own online shop (IS1), the presence on third-party e-marketplaces (IS2) and the use of in-store applications (IS3) as well as the online marketing activities (IS4) [19].

Our measurement for the back-end (intention to use digital tools and applications in the administration) covers all digital support activities with no direct customer touch points [19]. As there are: the use of software for administration (IA1), the use of inventory management systems (IA2), the use of digital communication channels (IA3) and the use of digital payment systems (IA4).

According to TRA/TPB theory attitudes influence the behavioral intentions what in turn influences the actual behavior, we consequently state the following hypotheses [31,32]:

\[ H_{4a}: \text{A high intention to use digital sales channels has a positive influence on the current use of digital sales channels.} \]

\[ H_{4b}: \text{A high intention to use the digital tools in the administration has a positive influence on the current use of the digital tools in the administration.} \]

Response (R): The usage of digitalization either in front-end or back-end activities is measured as indirect response to the examined stimuli, “Available Resources” and “Perceived Pressures”. It is the last step in the already introduced chain of relationships, stated by the TRA/TPB theory [31,32]. Our last measurement of the current use of digitalization for both examination areas shares the same theoretical structure with the intentional constructs [19]. Instead of behavioral intentions we examine the actual behavior. For the “Current Use of digital Sales Channels” we cover the already introduced possible online and offline sales channels: online shop (US1), third-party e-marketplaces (US2), in-store applications (US3) and online advertisement (US4). For the “Current Use of digital Administration” we cover the back-end activities of the LOOROs namely the use of software for administration (UA1), the use of inventory management System (UA2), the use of digital communication channels (UA3) and the use of digital payment systems (UA4).

![Figure 1: Research Model](image-url)
4. Analysis

4.1. Data Collection

As part of the research project “Future Lab Retail South Westphalia 2020” we conducted a survey among LOOROs (May and July 2016) of the 26 partner cities of the region of South Westphalia in Germany. The questionnaire contained 42 questions with a 5-point-Likert-Scale and was answered by 124 participants via an online form and by 119 participants on paper. In total 243 questionnaires were submitted with 223 full data sets. For the analysis of the collected data and the evaluation of the research model we used SmartPLS [38]. Bootstrapping was done with 5000 samples and 223 cases, determining the significance of weights, loadings and path coefficients. SPSS was used for the multicollinearity tests of the formative constructs.

4.2. Measurement Model

The research model has one reflective construct (“Attitude towards Digitalization”). The other six constructs are formative so that different analyses are needed [39]. The significance of the constructs’ indicators is assessed by their loadings (reflective constructs) that should be greater than 0.7 (greater than 0.6 is acceptable) or weights (formative constructs) that should be greater than 0.1 [37]. All indicators of our model and also indicates the result with regards to the calculated significance. Concerning the reflective construct, all indicators are significant. The AVE (Average Variance Extracted) is 0.5750 (minimum > 0.5) and the composite reliability is 0.8428 (min. 0.7) so that the model fits to the convergence criteria. The discriminant validity of the constructs is also given. The model complies with the Fornell-Larcker criterion: Its highest squared construct correlation is with 0.3 below the maximum of 0.5 so that the criterion regarding the discriminant validity is met [41]. The analysis conducted using SPSS with regard to multicollinearity showed that all indicators of the models are sufficiently different and independent of each other [41].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Loading / Weight</th>
<th>t-statistics</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>0.0104</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>0.8274</td>
<td>9.6099</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>-0.0542</td>
<td>0.2392</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>0.4094</td>
<td>2.4363</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP1</td>
<td>-0.0634</td>
<td>0.4512</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP2</td>
<td>0.3257</td>
<td>2.2084</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP3</td>
<td>-0.573</td>
<td>3.8501</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP4</td>
<td>0.7678</td>
<td>6.7553</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>0.8284</td>
<td>31.6562</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>0.7428</td>
<td>17.973</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>0.6412</td>
<td>10.046</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>0.8114</td>
<td>9.3633</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS1</td>
<td>0.0771</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS2</td>
<td>0.3918</td>
<td>2.4835</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS3</td>
<td>0.6875</td>
<td>4.8411</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS4</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
<td>0.1447</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA1</td>
<td>0.5818</td>
<td>5.5666</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA2</td>
<td>0.3082</td>
<td>1.831</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA3</td>
<td>0.0734</td>
<td>0.8627</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA4</td>
<td>0.4783</td>
<td>3.1103</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US1</td>
<td>0.0606</td>
<td>0.6482</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US2</td>
<td>0.3614</td>
<td>2.2645</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US3</td>
<td>0.7284</td>
<td>5.3362</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US4</td>
<td>-0.0193</td>
<td>0.2012</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA1</td>
<td>0.5358</td>
<td>4.8738</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA2</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>1.9906</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA3</td>
<td>0.1082</td>
<td>1.266</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA4</td>
<td>0.4949</td>
<td>3.2791</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ns = not significant; *p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01.
4.3. Structural Model

In order to validate the model, the constructs with two or more influencing factors (only Attitude) were assessed using the variance inflation factor (VIF=1/(1-R²)) as to potential multicollinearity [42]. The VIF of “Attitude” (1.64) is lower than the required level of 5 and stays even below 3.33 which shows that there is no multicollinearity [43]. The value of R² represents the coefficient of determination which indicates a substantial influence if the value exceeds 0.67. A value higher than 0.33 implies that a moderate influence of a latent independent variable on the dependent latent variable can be assumed. A weak influence is indicated by an R² value of higher than 0.19 [44]. The coefficients of determination of the endogen constructs are all substantial: “Current Use of Digital Sales Channels” R²=0.809, “Current Use of Digital Administration” R²=0.770. The t-values depicted in figure 3 and their path coefficients allow conclusions as to the validity of the formulated hypotheses. In sum, all stated hypotheses are highly significant (*** - p < 0.01). The results of the hypotheses are as follows: H1, “Available Resources” has a positive influence on the “Attitude towards digitalization” (H1– effect size f²=0.34; effect size scale: >0.02 = low, >0.15 = medium, >0.35 = high). H2, “Perceived Pressure” has a positive influence on the “Attitude towards digitalization” (H2– effect size f²=0.13). H3a, a positive “Attitude towards Digitalization” has a positive influence on the “Intention to Use Digital Sales Channels” (The effect size of 3a,b and 4a,b are not computable due to the model design). H3a, a positive “Attitude towards Digitalization” has a positive influence on the “Intention to Use Digital Administration”. H4a, a high “Intention to Use Digital Sales Channels” has a positive influence on the “Current Use of Digital Sales Channels”. H4b, a high “Intention to Use Digital Administration” has a positive influence on the “Current Use of Digital Administration”. Figure 2 shows all significant relations with a t-value of at least 1.65 [39].

5. Discussion

With the help of a survey conducted among 223 LOOROs in 26 cities in Germany, this study sheds light on the internal states of the owners of LOOROs and on the impacts of possible external triggers (Subsidies: offering resources, Regulations: creating pressure) on the current usage of digital tools and applications. To answer our first research questions: all stated hypotheses are confirmed and our findings show that LOOROs are receptive for the “Carrot-and-Stick Approach”. LOOROs suffer from a shortage of resources and perceive pressure from their environment. With low resources and a high perception of pressure the prospects of success of a “Carrot-and-Stick Approach” are promising [9]. Both subsidies (adding resources) and regulations (creating pressure) will have impact on LOOROs digitalization efforts.

Going into further detail, in terms of resources, LOOROs face a shortage but they also face a situation of uncertainty. It appears that they do not know whether their own resources are sufficient or not. All examined indicators (R1-R4) are characterized by high numbers of undecided answers (between 30% - 43%). Surprisingly only 24.4% (addition of disagree and strongly disagree of the descriptive results) do not see the ability to invest into digital tools and applications. This is in line with the results of the statistical analysis. Financial resources (R1) as well as knowledge resources (R3) are not significant indicators. However, the significant indicators (capacities (R2), time (R4)) show that resources which help to overcome LOOROs’ operational limitations have an impact on the digitalization efforts. Furthermore, LOOROs perceive only low pressure to digitalize from their near environment. The indicator “competitive pressure” (EP1) is not signifi-
cant and the perception of customer pressure towards digitalization (EP2 - 11.2% - addition of agree and strongly agree of the descriptive results) is almost imperceptible. However, LOOROs do perceive pressure from the far environment e.g. legal regulations (EP3 - 54.3%) and a general pressure from the society (EP4 - 56%). With regards to our results, LOOROs seem to be disconnected from their near environment, what leads to erroneous self-assessments and to the risk that the services provided by the LOOROs may not correspond to the competitive environment and the customer expectations [1,8].

Nevertheless, the owners of LOOROs have a positive attitude towards digitalization, nearly 60% (addition of strongly agree and agree) think that “digitalization is good” (A1) and “easy to learn” (A2). 84% think that digitalization will “play an important role in the future” (A3) and 52% think that the digitalization will “increase their effectiveness” (A4) (all indicators are significant). However, our findings for the intention to use and the current use of digitalization show a contradicting picture: LOOROs still hesitate to adopt digital technologies and communicate only a low intention to do so in the future.

With regards to usage of digital tools and application on the sales channels, LOOROs report on low usage intentions for the significant indicators, just 12.6% (strongly agree and agree) have the intention to sell on third-party e-marketplaces (IS2). Referring to the lower boundary, only 8% have the intention to use in-store applications (IS3). For the not significant indicators, only 28% of the owners of LOROOs indicate the intention to use an own online shop (IS1), but surprisingly, nearly 41% state to use online advertisement in the future (IS4). The low intentions and the significance of the indicators are in line with our findings about the current usage: just 9% (very frequently and frequently) make use of third-party e-marketplaces (US2) to sell their products. The lowest point with 2.3% was reported for the use of in-store applications (US3) in the sales area. Finally only 13% of LOOROs use an own online shop (US1) and the highest current usage for the sales channels was reported with 22.4% for online advertisement (US4). It is uncertain whether LOOROs seem not to see the opportunities of the digital sales channels or if they consider themselves as not being able to implement digital tools and application and to run them successfully?

With respect to the use of digital tools and applications for the administration LOOROs demonstrate slightly stronger intentions. 59% of owners of LOOROs (strongly agree and agree) intend to use administrative software (IA1). 62% have the intention to use inventory management systems (IA2). And 41% seek to use digital payment systems (IA4). Referring to the current usage, our results show that 58.3% (very frequently and frequently) of owners of LOORO use software for the administration (UA1) and 56.1% use digital inventory management systems (UA2). The lowest usage is reported with 35% for the use of digital payment systems (UA4). The indicators “intention to use” and “current use” of digital communication system (IA3 & UA3) are not significant.

In general the results show a higher tendency of LOOROs to use digital tools and applications for the administration to support their back-end activities than on the front-end sales channels with direct customer touch points. It appears that LOOROs are more open to digital solutions that support their day-to-day business, where they can feel the benefit (pace of work, convenience) right away than implementing digital tools and applications with customer touch points which seems to be more personally distanced and probably requires extra efforts in terms of customer care [1,7].

6. Implications

Managerial Implications: Beside the examination of the carrot-and-stick approach our findings are providing insights for the owners of LOOROs: 1) Digital Strategy: The high numbers of uncertain answers in the conducted survey show that LOOROs need orientation and have a lack of strategy. The owners need to overcome this uncertainty with the development of digital strategies and an extended business model, ready for the digital age [6]. 2) Start with the back-end: Our results show a higher tendency for LOOROs to use digital tools and applications among the administrative back-end (e.g. software for the administration, inventory management systems). LOOROs should use their preference as a starting point; a strong digital infrastructure with integrated channels will empower all digital applications among the sales channels, too [7]. 3) Collaboration: To break the vicious circle of limitations in terms of capacities and time, LOOROs should search for collaborations among local partners and competitors. Shared digital services (e.g. customer app, delivery) and shared infrastructures (e.g. local shopping platforms) without the hassle of own organized implementation and maintenance are promising [6,7]. However, it is a vicious circle and may sound contradicting; the implementation of the suggested measures is time and effort consuming and will not pay off until an intense implementation and training phase has been completed [45].

Political Implications: We conclude our study with the answer on our second research question: What are promising measures for a “Carrot-And-Stick” approach to foster the current use of digital tools and applications among LOOROs? Despite their undoubted
importance, our findings show that it is not expedient to offer financial or educational incentives for a target group that suffers considerably under a shortage of time and capacities. Instead, the public sector should first develop local support structures that help LOOROs to overcome their operational limitations. Based on our findings, we suggest a carrot-and-stick approach on three levels: 1) Information & Sensitization: LOOROs need to be reconnected to their near environment (customers, competition); information and sensitization campaigns as part of the regulatory body [12] about the digital developments in terms of tools and applications, industry standards [6] and customer needs and habits [1] are necessary to ensure that services provided by the LOOROs correspond to the competitive environment and the customer expectations [1,8]. 2) Collaboration & Support: LOOROs need help to overcome their limitations (time, capacities) to be enabled to digitalize the business. Funding for collaboration platforms and infrastructures (e.g. local shopping platform) as well as for shared services (e.g. implementation, maintenance support for online shops and inventory management systems) could encourage collaboration among industry partners and competitors. [7,13]. 3) Legal Regulations: Finally LOOROs are receptive for legal regulations [12]. Regulations can steer LOOROs towards the use of digital tools and applications and reduce the administrative burden. Possible starting points could be legal requirements with regards to digital cashier systems (including inventory management and interfaces to online shops and third-party e-marketplaces) [45]. Furthermore, the introduction of standards (e.g. for product data provided by suppliers, to enable measures like shared product data databases, which provide standardized texts and pictures for LOOROs digital presence) is promising.

**Research Implications:** We have developed a new approach for an S-O-R Model which improves the organism (O) section through the integration of the TRA / TPB core constructs instead of the conventionally used and often criticized bipolar PAD-Scale. This alternative S-O-R Model is particularly suitable for the analysis of technology adoption among organizations such as ME retailers and ME in general where decision making takes part on the individual-level.

7. Limitations & Future Outlook

Due to their high involvement in daily operations of their business, owners of LOOROs are a difficult target group for a survey-based examination. Although we collected data from 223 LOOROs in 26 cities, the rather small sample size limits the explanatory power of our findings. Furthermore, the expressed uncertainty stated in the descriptive results show that LOOROs might not really know what resources are necessary or helpful to be well equipped for the challenges of digitalization. Hence, their view point towards resources and their expression of their actual needs could change once they face the digital challenges in the day-to-day operations of their business.

With regard to the findings of this research we suggest the following areas of future research: 1) Possible services for cooperation and collaboration among LOOROs. 2) Potentials of regulations based on standards for the retail sector to foster the digitalization of LOOROs. 3) Potentials of local e-marketplaces as cooperation platforms for LOOROs. And 4) possible e-learning formats for further education for LOOROs.
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